Presence of asbestos forces the works of Radio Andorra to stop

The cancerous mineral is found in different and specific parts of the machinery not in the structure of the building.
INTERNATIONAL CONTEST

Andorra enters the World Top Model, an unprecedented event

The contest aims to give girls the opportunity to cover any beauty canon

...by prior invitation. It will be on 4 October. The chosen one will have the opportunity to go to the international event and the rest will be able to be educated for free at the academy of the firm and enter the professional modelling world.

The aim of the contest for next year is for Andorra to host the World Tour Model final and be part of the list of cities in the world where the event was held. Some of these cities are Rome, Budapest and Zurich.

A CATWALK FOR EVERYONE // World Top Model celebrates its 28th edition this year. Its internationality allows it to reach 300 million people around the world, which is also a catwalk for companies in the country that seek to expand or be known worldwide.

INNOVATIONS IN THE FIRST SECTOR

Quality stamp for an elevated wine

The bottles of the first crop certified by the Government have been released this August

This August, about 1,100 bottles of Imagine, harvest of 2016, have been bottled and incorporate for the first time the Controlled Quality Stamp of the Government of Andorra. Thus, Casa Auvinyà joined the Vins d’Andorra certificate. "In 2016 the regulations were approved to establish the stamp that recognizes that the product is 100% Andorran and the production follows certain quality procedures," explains Tor. The red wine of the winery, made with the varieties Pinot Noir and Sirah, which corresponds to the 2016 harvest also has the Stamp of Quality Wines of Andorra but is still "not being sold as it has a longer fermentation process and is still in the barrel," Tor says. The adaptation to the regulations that regulates the quality of the Andorran product was not difficult at Casa Auvinyà: "We were already working according to many of the criteria set by the regulations," says Tor, describing the "three key points of monitoring and certification of the harvest and the product. First of all, the Government controls the volume of grapes from the crop to guarantee that everything has grown in Andorran land; secondly, it monitors that the litres of grape juice obtained are equivalent to the volume of grapes obtained by harvesting; thirdly, the wine bottling process is monitored and, finally, it is submitted to an official analysis that must meet the parameters like the limits of sulphite and acidity that Vins d’Andorra regulations establish.

Casa Auvinyà values the certification because "commercially, it guarantees that the consumer receives a 100% Andorran wine and also because although for the moment, this stamp is only internal to Andorra, it is the first step before having any other type of international or European stamp in the future. Regarding the green vineyards by the sea on the Mediterranean shores, and to which Josep Maria de Sarasgara referred to, they are in danger due to the increase in temperature related to climate change and experts say that the grapes will be forced to rise in height to keep producing wine.

If you want to subscribe to the Periodic News call +376 736 200 or via email comercial@elperiodic.ad
Night rescue for two people in the Roc de Quer via ferrata in Canillo

The four hikers ignored the forecast for rain, weren’t properly dressed and didn’t have a mobile phone.

The Firefighter Mountain Rescue Team (GRM) rescued two people who were doing the Roc del Quer via ferrata, in Canillo, Tuesday night under an intense hailstorm that they were climbing under dangerous circumstances.

Although initially the helicopter could not intervene, they were found and the woman of 25 years and man of 46 were quickly transferred to the Hospital Nostra Senyora de Meritxell where after a medical checkup were discharged with slight symptoms of hypothermia. The man was in a T-shirt said fireman chief of staff, Joan Boteller who lamented this bad hiker equipment since they also didn’t carry a mobile phone either.

FIRST NOTICE / Firefighters began to receive first warnings about a group that climbed through the Roc del Quer ferrata under intense rain at around 10:00 am but as they mentioned that the lights continued to move in an ascending direction, at first they did not consider the intervention to be necessary. However, according to Boteller, warnings of citizens increased with the intensity of the rain and a group of three firefighters moved to the area to observe the climbers. Thus, we could see that it was a group of four and that while two were still climbing the other two stopped. Given the weather conditions and the impossibility of communicating with the hikers, firefighters decided to launch the rescue. The helicopter pilot considered that it was too dangerous to operate the aircraft under rain and hail, so we decided to go down on foot and Boteller said. While the operation was already under way, the two people who had continued to climb came to the car and told us on the phones that two colleagues were left behind - stated the chief. When the firefighters were already with the two rescuers, an experienced man and a novice woman, the rain stopped and the pilot considered it appropriate to intervene. According to Boteller at this time it was already midnight. He also explained that it is relatively frequent that climbs be carried out at night - especially with a full moon - but reminded of the importance of being well equipped, both in terms of warm clothes and a communication system to be able to request help.

STORMS / From the Meteorology Service, Guillem Martin, insisted on weather information as key in avoiding dangerous circumstances. He also explained that it is relatively frequent that climbs be carried out at night, especially with a full moon, but that it is necessary to be well informed about the weather conditions and to prepare and climb with warm clothes and a communication system to be able to request help.

Andorra la Vella offers 2,500 places and 36 sports activities for all ages

The 2018-2019 sports activities program in Andorra la Vella offers around 2,500 places distributed between 36 different activities for children, teenagers and the elderly. The new course, which starts on September 3 according to the organizers. They propose all kinds of collective and individual sports, from basketball, football, martial arts, rugby, swimming, skating, dance, fitness, artistic gymnastics, boxing, yoga, cycling or handball. Among the novelties is the dance for babies, collective sports with the Aipap method taught by a midwife, and a game for babies, collective sports with the Aipap method taught by a midwife.

Of the nearly 2,500 places that are made available to users, 1,500 are offered by sports schools and are aimed at children, 750 are for young people and adults and 200 are reserved for people over 60. This program of activities is carried out through the collaboration of 32 sports entities in Andorra la Vella. Registration to participate is open and can be formalized at the same clubs and in the Sports Center of Serradells, informs ANA. Concerning other sports, Encamp has also opened its sports program. Registrations will be open on the same date as the capital and they will offer more than 70 sports activities developed by the Department of Youth and Sports. Also, children from Pas de la Casa will be able to access different activities, such as swimming schools even aimed at babies, collective sports with football and basketball, 3x3 or other sports such as karate or ‘Diverti Yoga’. The activities for kids and infants will start on September 17 and will last until June 14. The price for one activity is €156.65 euros for the whole course and €296.20 for two sports.
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Andorra la Vella offers 2,500 places and 36 sports activities for all ages

The 2018-2019 sports activities program in Andorra la Vella offers around 2,500 places distributed between 36 different activities for children, teenagers and the elderly. The new course, which starts on September 3 according to the organizers. They propose all kinds of collective and individual sports, from basketball, football, martial arts, rugby, swimming, skating, dance, fitness, artistic gymnastics, boxing, yoga, cycling or handball. Among the novelties is the dance for babies, collective sports with the Aipap method taught by a midwife, and a game for babies, collective sports with the Aipap method taught by a midwife.

Of the nearly 2,500 places that are made available to users, 1,500 are offered by sports schools and are aimed at children, 750 are for young people and adults and 200 are reserved for people over 60. This program of activities is carried out through the collaboration of 32 sports entities in Andorra la Vella. Registration to participate is open and can be formalized at the same clubs and in the Sports Center of Serradells, informs ANA. Concerning other sports, Encamp has also opened its sports program. Registrations will be open on the same date as the capital and they will offer forty sports activities developed by the Department of Youth and Sports. Also, children from Pas de la Casa will be able to access different activities, such as swimming schools even aimed at babies, collective sports with football and basketball, 3x3 or other sports such as karate or ‘Diverti Yoga’. The activities for kids and infants will start on September 17 and will last until June 14. The price for one activity is €156.65 euros for the whole course and €296.20 for two sports.

夜間救援：两名登山者在Canillo的Roc del Quer via ferrata路線遇難

The four hikers ignored the forecast for rain, weren’t properly dressed and didn’t have a mobile phone.

The Firefighter Mountain Rescue Team (GRM) rescued two people who were doing the Roc del Quer via ferrata, in Canillo, Tuesday night under an intense hailstorm that they were climbing under dangerous circumstances.

Although initially the helicopter could not intervene, they were found and the woman of 25 years and man of 46 were quickly transferred to the Hospital Nostra Senyora de Meritxell where after a medical checkup were discharged with slight symptoms of hypothermia. The man was in a T-shirt said fireman chief of staff, Joan Boteller who lamented this bad hiker equipment since they also didn’t carry a mobile phone either.

FIRST NOTICE / Firefighters began to receive first warnings about a group that climbed through the Roc del Quer via ferrata under intense rain at around 10:00 am but as they mentioned that the lights continued to move in an ascending direction, at first they did not consider the intervention to be necessary. However, according to Boteller, warnings of citizens increased with the intensity of the rain and a group of three firefighters moved to the area to observe the climbers. Thus, we could see that it was a group of four and that while two were still climbing the other two stopped. Given the weather conditions and the impossibility of communicating with the hikers, firefighters decided to launch the rescue. The helicopter pilot considered that it was too dangerous to operate the aircraft under rain and hail, so we decided to go down on foot and Boteller said. While the operation was already under way, «the two people who had continued to climb came to the car and told us on the phones that two colleagues were left behind» - stated the chief. When the firefighters were already with the two rescuers, an experienced man and a novice woman, the rain stopped and «the pilot considered it appropriate to intervene» - According to Boteller at this time it was already midnight. He also explained that it is relatively frequent that climbs be carried out at night - especially with a full moon - but reminded of the importance of being well equipped, both in terms of warm clothes and a communication system to be able to request help.

STORMS / From the Meteorology Service, Guillem Martin, insisted on weather information as key in avoiding dangerous circumstances. He also explained that it is relatively frequent that climbs be carried out at night, especially with a full moon, but that it is necessary to be well informed about the weather conditions and to prepare and climb with warm clothes and a communication system to be able to request help.

Andorra la Vella offers 2,500 places and 36 sports activities for all ages

The 2018-2019 sports activities program in Andorra la Vella offers around 2,500 places distributed between 36 different activities for children, teenagers and the elderly. The new course, which starts on September 3 according to the organizers. They propose all kinds of collective and individual sports, from basketball, football, martial arts, rugby, swimming, skating, dance, fitness, artistic gymnastics, boxing, yoga, cycling or handball. Among the novelties is the dance for babies, collective sports with the Aipap method taught by a midwife, and a game for babies, collective sports with the Aipap method taught by a midwife.

Of the nearly 2,500 places that are made available to users, 1,500 are offered by sports schools and are aimed at children, 750 are for young people and adults and 200 are reserved for people over 60. This program of activities is carried out through the collaboration of 32 sports entities in Andorra la Vella. Registration to participate is open and can be formalized at the same clubs and in the Sports Center of Serradells, informs ANA. Concerning other sports, Encamp has also opened its sports program. Registrations will be open on the same date as the capital and they will offer forty sports activities developed by the Department of Youth and Sports. Also, children from Pas de la Casa will be able to access different activities, such as swimming schools even aimed at babies, collective sports with football and basketball, 3x3 or other sports such as karate or ‘Diverti Yoga’. The activities for kids and infants will start on September 17 and will last until June 14. The price for one activity is €156.65 euros for the whole course and €296.20 for two sports.
**FUTSAL • CHAMPIONS LEAGUE**

**Defeat despite the fight**

A very brave FC Encamp faces the favourite Norwegian Sandefjord team in its debut in the competition

---

**SANDEFJORD 2 - ENCAMP 1**

Encamp played on Wednesday its first match of the Futsal Champions League that is being held in Wiener Neustadt (Austria). The team debuted against Sandefjord from Norway and knew how to fight off against the favourite team of the game. Until half time, the score was tied to zero despite the great opportunity that Moises Ferreira had when the ball hit the post. In the second half, Martin Christiansen scored with a shot from afar, then Javier Saviola used his class and scored to tie the game. Shortly after, another shot from far away from Marius Anthonias made the score change to 2-1 and remained this way until the end of the match. However, Encamp played a very intelligent game in which it could face the rival, had occasions to score and the opportunity to win. Defensively, the Andorrans did not allow the Norwegians to play comfortably and the rival did not know how to read the Andoran defence. The team also had many chances to play offensive but unfortunately the ball did not end up inside the goal.

---

**RUGBY • NEW SEASON**

The objective for this year of the Isards is to achieve the promotion of category

---

The team wants to recover from last year’s relegation

---

**BASKETBALL**

Delas will be helping out the team temporarily

---

**FOOTBALL**

Inter d’Escaldes has been reinforced

---

**MOTORSPORT**

España will be running in next year’s Dakar